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AIID SOCIAL COUNCIL RESOLUTION 221 (IX) E ON NATIONAL AND INTERNP.TIONAL .MEASURES 
REQUIRED TO A\:~.IEVE FUlL EMPLOYMENT (E/1584) (continued) 

1.. Mro E.O (China) congratulated the Group of Experts on having prepared 

a report wh10h was one of the best working papers submitted to the Commission 

during the past three years. Althoue.h he did not agree with the experts on 

every point, he considered nevertheless that their study should command 

admiration and respect. 

2. The programme suggested by the .experts for combatting unemployment 

consisted of eight series of measures, five of which were of a domestic and 

three of an interr.ational character. The most significant aspect of those 

measures was that they \vere linked one to another to form an integral whole: 

it was thus clear that the problem of unemp~yment should be approached in a 

systematic and co-ord.inated manner both at the national and international level. 

3. He had examined vTi th interest the experts' study on the interrelation· 

ship of the domestic and inter!"'~tior~l aspects of the problem. The Group 

of Experts had stressed the need for the economic development of under-developed 

countries and had declared that a continuous and substantial flow of inter

national investment should be directed from industrial countries for that purpoee 

/The Constitution 
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The Constitution of the International Bank should be amended to enable it 

to grant loans to under-developed areas, not only for specific projects but 

in order to enstu-e the general economic development of those areas. He 

approved of that suggestion but thought that rather _than amendln3 the 

Constitution of the Bank, it would be better to change the attitude towards 

international loans to under-developed areas, which would represent a 

greater contribution to the solution of the problem of full employment. 

If world economic stability was to be enstu~ed the world would have to be 

regarded as a sing],e entity. 

~-. The domestic measures ad vacated by the Group of Experts could not be 

applied uniformly in l3.11 countries. . .IllJl. country such as China, for example, 

whose economy was going through a periol of transition, the problem of 
sape 

unemployment did not take the/form as 1't did in certain other countries. 

Some. of the measures advocated by tll.e Group of Experts could not be applied 

there. SL~1lar economic problems had to be solved differently, according to 

the countries in Which they arose. 

5. He agreed with the proposl3.1 made earlier by certain representatives 

that the Conmdssion should transmit the report of the Group of Experts to 

the Economic and Social Council, asking it to recomme:nd. the report to Member 

States for careful. study. 

6. ~~. SAKSENA (Ind.~a) agreed with preceding speakers that the report 

of the Group of Experts deserved the unanimous praise it had received. It 

contained constructive proposals which Governments should study carefully. 

It covered such a complex and wide·field, however, that it was difficult to 

analyze it in detail in the Commission. He would therefore restrict himself

to commenting on the experts' proposals from a regional point of view. It 

would no doubt be _possible later to reconcile the various regional points of 

view and to adapt a common overall policy in the national and international 

fieldso 

7. He stressed that the comments he was about to present to the Commissior, 

reflected his persot~l reactions only and did not commit his Government in 

any way. He would first draw the Commission's attention to an article publisher 

in that day's issue of the Ne!_ !.ork Ti_E_es, according to whi?h members of the 
Commission would try to reject the report of the Group of Experts. He objected 
to such a statement. On the contrary}the Commission was anxious to give the 
re~ort its most sympathetic consideration. / 

8. The first 
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8. The first part of the report~ dealt with the nature of the fu1.1 employ

ment obligation. Member States had pledged themselves to promote full employ

mont and to take joint end seporate action in co-operation with the United 

Nations to achieve that end. They had certainly not ·lost s·ight of that pledg~ 

end if it had not yet been possible to enst!re f~ll employment tb::t:cnghout. the 

world) it waa because the resources of certain countries were still ini?deq_uate~ 

9. The experts had been quito right to stress the need for international 

co-operati::m (paragraph 7 ·of the report). 

10. They had also rightly draw.n attention to the vital role that the 

United States economy pleyed in the world. The economic activity of the world 

depended to· a large extent on United st•s policy in regard to full. employment 

end customs ta:::·iffs end thus that policy Wfl.S of grave concern to the entire 

world. 

11. It had been asked whether it wea right to recognize the pre-eminent 

position of the .United States in that field. However that might be, it was 

certain that the United Stetes would have to continue to play in world economy. 

the role of guar:'l.ian angel that· historic even'ba had allotted to it. 

12. As the ex-perts had stated in pa!'egraph 19 of their report, three main · 

kinds of unemployment were possible. :Paregraph ._20 of the report dealt with a 

particulerly important form of unemployment resultir.g f.rotn a lack· of ce:pital 

equipment reg_uired to kee~ vc..r,o-ePrners at work. It was surprising, therefore 1 

that in definj~3 the scope of their zeport the experts had confined themselvea 

to the study of unemployment resulting from a deficiency of effective demand. 

It might also be aa.ked why they had dealt only incident-ally with the -problem ~f 

unemployment 1n under-developed countries, which was closely linked to that of 

1Eem-ployment in industrialized countries. Unemployment in under-developed 

countries was ~f a spv.smodic character, leading to a lowering in the stondard 

of living. E-.,ren when disguised, unemployment affected not only the unemployed 

person but also the entire population end was a real social calamity. 

13. Measures to ensure full employment in under-developed countries, wh;lch 

re-presented itn'Portant outlets for in~ustrialized countries, had the effect of ~e

ducing the impact of cyclical crises. It was particulerly regrettable, therefore, 

that· the experts had not been able to. "examine the .question of unem-ployment in under

developed countries, for that -problem.was both domestic and international. 

14. The second pert of the Report wea d.o roted to the maintenance of full .employ 
ment in relation to t.he problem of· effective demend. He did not intend to discuss 

/the experts r 
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the experts' conclusions on the determini!l8 factors of effective der.1and. Private 

sevings, investu~nt, Government revenues end the balance of trQde were not 

generally balanced in such a Wt:.'Y ea to eDS~e full employment. Governments 

should achieve that balence in order to maint~ full em~loyment. 

15. The difficulty of effectint; such a ba1a.'1ce in industrj.alized countries 

waa due, aa the experts had pointed out, to cyclicel fluctuations of investment 

and revenue. Among the solutions suggested by the experts there waa, on ·the 

one hand, the adoption of monetary end credit measures Bnd, on the othl!lr_, the 

encouregement of private investment. Another possibility enviseged by the 

experts waa to stimulate consumer demand bi lowering the incidence of tnxa.tion 

and by increo.sir.g State expenditure in the social field. Such a solution was 

undoubtedly ~ossible in the case of indua.~rialized countries, under-developed or 

even undeveloped co~~triea, but in a. co~y where 80 per cent of the population 

depended upon egr:!.culture for their livelihood, it could not be applied. More

over, it would la difficult to apply the ~ro:posed ~eesure at the right moment, 

even in an indu.r.:trialized country. It must be borne in mind that the economic 

me(~ures adopted by one country, even if of a :purely domeatic chvrecter, had en 

effect on o~her countries. International co-operation through consultation was 

therefore essential. As far aa the automatic application of the :propofilld. .neasurea 

waa concerned, he doubted whether that waa possible. It was essential to be able 

to essess the situetion before meaaures for ita improvement could be decided upon. 

16. In ragerd to unemployment brought about by a. fall in exports, the experts 

had proposed tne ado~ti0n of the followir.g measures: to provide wege-earners with 

alternative employrr..ent; to stimulete domestic consumption; to grent subsidies end 

to draw .up progratnmes of ~ublic works. 

17. Such measures could be applied successfully in countries in which the 

national reverme was high, but in countries with a basically agricultural economy 

they could produce no results, On the other hend the measures advocated in 

:pare.graph 96 of the report could be epplied in such cou.?J.tries. Those meaaures 

were: international egree'nents with a. view to stabilizing the price of staple 

commodities in world markets, or, failir~g that, the e,doption of national commodity 

stabilization schemes in countries which controlled a. substantial port of total 

world trade in :particular commodities. It remai'!led to be seen, however, whether 

such measures would be ~J.iverse.lly acceptable. There e~a.in he stressed the need for 

international egreements. 
/18, Those measures 



18. Those measures should in cnt case be used in conjunctJon with ot:her 

measures designed to reduce cOficits in the balance of payments. There were 

three types of such measures, aa set forth in paragraphs 98 to 100 of the report: 

the establishment of some method of obtaining i:nformation on the general policies 

of Governments in the re-este.blishment of bala.o"l.ce i:n their international 

transactions; stabilizetion of the flow of international investments; end, 

finally, the introduction of me a.aures to prevent the internai. 3.onal prop e.g at ion 

of cyclic el fltictu·~tions. 

19. The first of those mee.aures d14 not seem absolutely essential. Deficit 

countries had no choice in the methode O'{l(l)n to them for the re-establishment of 

their trade balance. The second of tt» prl:'posed measures seemed the obvious 

thing to do enrl, provided that it was .U.01red to operate over a long period of 

time, ·it could give excellent results. 

20. The ex:P~::::'ts had stressed the cft!'om.ic :imb~ance in national trade but 

the -persisten;.!o of' that imbalance was due t" the fact that there had not yet been 

sufficient time in which t·o combat it.: During the nineteenth century end the e·arl;y 

part of the twen~ieth century balence of trade had been made possible by the 

abUndant flow .of .rew materials from Eaa.t to \'lest and manufactured gocds i'rom 

West to East and by the stability of the London money market.. That balance· had 

been upset after the First World vlar. A new world tr8.ding system had come into 
. . 

·being and the bala.'tlces o:f -payments o:f meny countries had been affected. The war 

had created n:::\r dema."l.ds which the United States alone had been able to satisfy. 

The i!nbalance of vmrld trade was not, therefore, chronic. A new balance was 

-possible, es-pecie.lly if sur-plus countries- hel-ped deficit cou..J.tries. Mr. Saksena 

did not think that the measure set forth in -paregra-ph 105 of the report, namely, 

the setting of a target for the main constituent items of the balances ci' -paym.E:!nts 

of both surplus e~d deficit countries, could be successfully applied. 

21. He entirely agreed with the views expressed in -paragra-phs 111 and 112 of 

the report. The In.tornational Bank should serve e.a a buffer between the lending 

countries ond the borrovd.:jg countries~ It· was true that the restrictions im-posed .-on 

the Bark very considera~ly constricted its activities ~d that its resources were 

too limited to ena'ble it to meet the nee·da of a long-term programme of investment. 

/The Bank's 
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Tne Bank's Board of GoYernors should make the nacessa~J amendrr~nts to its 

Articles oi' Agreement. In any case a au~ficient period should be allowed 

to elapse between the grantir.g of a loan ~d the putting into effect of the 

progrnmme for which the loan had been granted. Moreover, the capacity to 

pay of the borrowins country should be taken into accounto 

22. Mr. Saksena supported the conclusions regardir1g the International 

Monetary Fund in paragraph 120 of tb.e rep.ort. In concJus:ton, he wished to 

make a few remarks of a general nature. 

23. The problem of full emplo~~nt could be solved if the nations of 

the world would concentrate on the mobile factors involved in production, 

such as labour, capital and tec~~ique. 

24. The United States representative had said that the countries 

desiring to attract foreign capital should create a favourable atmosphere 

for the inver;tment of such oapi tal. That was true, but on t-v1o condi tiona. 

In the fir~.:; place, the countries providiiX:; capital must create a fe.vourable 

atmosphere at home for foreign investment by enacting appropriate financial 

measures; secondly, they IllUBt guarantee such capital against non-commercial 

risks. 

25. In a free economy, the economic forces must be allowed to work 

wi thcut hindrance. Unfortunately, the world was paralyzed by fear. Failing 

a final ar"d lastinG solution of the problem of unemployment, it we,s to be hoped 

that steps could be taken to alleviate the situation. It was in that category 

that t:':J.e meast<~res recrnnmend.ed by the experts, who had produced an excellent 

:p~ece of work in that res:pect, could be placed., The different countries must 

not mind ~~king major alterations in the structure of their economy in order to 

favour certain economic groups, if such alterations were calculated to increase 

economJc stability. The question of the maintenance of full employment was 

closely linked to the development of the under··developed countries. 

26. In conclusion, he wished to explain briefly the economic situation 

of his country. India had suffered greatly from the Second '\rforld Har. It hac1 

lest contact with the countries -vrhich had provided it with consumer goods. 

It had turned ita economy over to the production of wa.r material, receiving 

pa~ent in the form of sterling credits, while being obliged to spend rupees 

a situation which r...ad led to inflation. The loss of Burma had brought about a 

/reduction 
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reduction of resources of food products and consumer goods. There was at 

present a heavy deficit in India's balance of payments, necessitating a 

strict control of imports from abroad. His GcverJ.1Dl.ent was dolng its utmost 

tl") develop food production and to rsatore industry, in order to stabilize the 

balance of :payments Q There were :plane for several t;y']?es of pt.:.blic works: 

watervrorks, electrification, irriGation. There must 'be an increase in the 

production of textiles, steel, fertilizers, chemical prvducts an.d machine 

tools in the years to come. Mcree?er, Indi~ was particularly interested 

in the cultivation of cotton. It would holp the implementation of his 

country's programme of economic expansion if the industrialized countries 

"torould supply the capital and machizwry which India needed in order to dispel 

the spectre of unomployment. 

-27. Mr-, SILYERIO (Cuba) said tba.t he had only haq. a fe·w days to study 

the report under discussion, but that had sufficed to convince him of ita 

great ihtere&t and importance. He fully endorsed the praise which had been 

given to the repo·rt by the other representatives. The few criticisms 

which had been made had simply served to emphasize still further the 

merits of the report. 

28. Nevertheless, the problem of full e~loyment could not be solved 

simply through the recommendations of experts. Full employment ~rae 

nothiUG other than the antidote for unemployment, and unemplovment 1 tse 1f 

was only another word for the effects of war, revol~tion or poverty, 

according to the co·lllltry concerned. That contagious evil, which was no 

respe~ter of frontiers, must not be allo,-red to spread further. It was 

indeed the aim of the report of the Group of Experts to build barriers 

against that invader. The authors of tl:.e ·report had for the time being 

concentrated on finding emergency rem.edieso But there must be no illusions: 

the evil was long-standing and persistent and it \'rae to be found in so many 

diffe~ent forms that it was no use seeking a universal remedy. 

29. Nearly all the speakers who had preceded him had come from 

industrializ~d co~•triea, where a satisfactory leveJ of employment could pe 

/achieved 



achieved simpl~r by the completion and adjustment of the economy e Those 

countries should give very careful att~ntion to the report and the 

recommendations. Article 55 of the Charter stated that it was cne of the 

fundamental pu:rposes of the Unlted Nations to promote higher standards of 

livinG, full employment and conditions of economic and social :progress and 

development, vli thout distinction as to race, political opinion or religion. 

That ,.,as indeed the point of chief conc&rn to the reprenentati'ves of· the 

South American countries. The :po:pulation of South America amounted tc 

about 160 million, of whom only 10 to L~ per cent played any part in their 

national production. nearly 90 per c~t of the population had no idea 

what vras meant by balanGe of paymenta, and could not understand the possible 

repercussions of economic inatabiUty on their own lives., Neither the 

Governments nor the people of those ~ries could be blamed for that state 

of affairs o A wide variety of factors had cO!!'.:ibinecl to prolong that 

economic v7ea.i-:'.n.eae. Certain grot.tps, op:pos0d to the Governments, had 

intervened i:n the economic struggle in order to promote their own interests, 

tl') the detr:l:u.ent of the public welfare. 

30. Cuba 'i<ras an exporting country. More than 80 per cent of its 

production ;rae exported, a..'"ld the exports prov:i.ded the currency for the 

necessary imports. That was "rhy Cuba wa.s so concerned with the monetary 

fluctuations on the world market. The exi3tence of a country could not, 

however, depend on a few exports. Cuba, therefore, should and would try to 

establish new industries in order to provite its surplus population with the 

necessary m~ans of gaininG a livelihoodo His Government would therefore 

study the report of the Grr'lup of Experts with great interest and V<:'Uld 

coun11unicate ita views on the subject in due course. 

31. Mr. Silverio drew the Commission's attention to paragraph 183, 

sub-paragraph (i) of the report, which set forth the chief aimo in the 

international field, stressin3 particularly the need to create a ,.;orkable 

system of international trade for a stable and expa.nding world economy, ~nd 

thereby provide the conditions required for the elimination Gf undue trade 

l1arrierA, and for the restoration of the convertibility of currencies. 
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32. He ;thought that, in its report to the Economic and Social Council) 

the Cornroissivr~ should analyse the nature of the undue trade barriers which 

prevented the free economic development of countries. Once those barriers 

we~e 8bolished, it would be easier to achieve and maintain full employment. 

33. In conclusion, he emphasized that he had been expressing only his own 

pe.r§!.opal opinion and his remarks should. not be taken as in any way. committing 

his Government, which was in the proceu of studying the report of the experts. 

34. Hr,. NUNES GUD'l.ARAES (Brazil) recalled that the experts who had prepared 

the report before the Commission enjoyed a world~wide reputation. The document 

they· had dra'm up was of great scientit'ic value. As t~e representative of a 

country which produced primary products, he wished to thank the authors of the 

report for the emphasis they had ;Laid upon the part played by less developed 

countries in the maintenance of full employment in industrialized countries. 

He paid a trn~.,:-::,e to each of the authors of the report and spoke of the 

contributions vrhich had brought the work of each one to the notice of economists. 

35· Thirty years previously, Professor Clark had described the difficulties 

involved in the solution of the problem of cyclical fluctuations. In his 

separate ·concurring statement &nnexed to the report of the Group of Experts, 

Professor.C;I..ark stressed once again that measures taken in any country against 

unemployment should be so devised as not to impair the economic situation of 

other count~ies. He recalled that at the preceding session of the Commission 

Professor Frisch hed stressed the degree of large-scale co-operation necessary 

to ensure economic stability. He proceeded to read a passage from document 

E/CN.l/67, in which Professor Frisch dr~w attention to the need for direct 

transfers of income or of factors of production, capital or labour. Such 

direct transfers represented possibly the most important measures that could 

be adopted in the realm of international co-operation. It must be remembered 

that before the First World W'C:lr free movement of workers and capital between 

countries had contributed in large measure to the development of world production 

and, as a consequence, to ruising the standard of living in all the countries 

of the world •. At that time, the flow of labour and monetary resources had been 

tmrards areas possessing the natural resources essential for production. The 

reason why world economy had moved towards equilibrium during the nineteenth 

century was because resources of manpower and capital had not remained idle. 

/36. He felt 
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36. lie felt that despite the sociel end political obstacles which had 

arisen betweun the two World Ware, it shoold b~ possible to carry out. transfers 

of lebour and. capital in order to ensure world economic equilibrium. That was 

particularly true in view of the extent t.o which a policy of migration and 

investment in under-developed areas could ccnt:cibute to f."v.ll employment and the 

maintenance of world economic stability. At the preceding session of the 

Commission, he had made certain suggestions concerning methods of speeding up 

the flow of private investments towa1~e areas in need of capital, and of settling 

emigrants in under-populated countriee. 

37· The fact that the report stressed the import2nce of economic 

development of under-developed countries ahovred that the authors of the report 

shared the vi8ws expressed by Mr. Black, President of the International Bank, 

in the Je.nuary 1950 issue of the-yir~!~ S~~rterly ~~vi~. Mr. Black had 

pointed out that the desire for an i~provoment ot economic conditions in 

under-develop:.-cl areas could, if directed into constructive channels, revolutionizt 

world economyo In order to ensure world economic equilibrium it was necessary 

to develop p::::·oduction in the und.er-developed areas, where two-thirds of the 

world populat~on lived, 

38. World economic equilibrium had been destroyed by the lerge-scale 

development of United States production during the war. The problem was. not 

to reduce American exports but to increase production in the rest of the world 

while, simuHaneously, the United States increased the volume of its imports. 

The dollar cl·isis was, in :fact, merely a production crisis, or, more accurately, 

a matter of dispari~r between the various systems of ~reduction. 

39. Mr. Guimaraes recalled that Professor Frisch had pointed out at the 

preceding session of the Commission that the crux o:f the problem was to find a 

means of solving simultaneously the balance of payments and the balance of trade 

problems for several countries. Professor Frisch had concluded at that time 

that the reason why no such means had been four.d was that economic difficulties 

had not been examLDed thoroughly enough. It was apparent from the report of 

the Group of Experts, also, that however important the problem of trade exchanges 

might be, the real issue was how to increase productivity in most parts of the 

world in such a way as to establish equilibrium between the productivity of the 

various countries. To solve that question, it wes essential first of all to 

create a steady flow of international investments towards the under-developed 

areas. That idea had been stressed in President Truman 1 s annual economic report 

to the United States Congress, /40. In conclusion 
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40. In conclusion, ~..r. Nunes Guimaraes stated that the observations he 

had submitt8d were his o~m and could in no circumstances be considered as 

representing the views of his Government. He supported the United States 

proposal that Member States should be requested to mt~ke a thorough study of 

the report of the Group of Experts. 

4-l. lvliss SBNDER (American Fedention of Labor) stated that the 

organization which she represented considered that full employment was not only 

a goal which must be achieved in the interest of workers but that it was also 

an essential prerequisite for the preservation of democracy in the western 

•·m:cld. Accordingly, the American Federc~tion of Labor had been extremely 

gratified to receive the report of the Group of Experts. 

42. In many respects, that report conri~illed the ideas that had been 

presented by the representative of tlle Amer1can Federation of Labor to the 

ninth sessi·Jl 0f the Economic and Social Cou::'.ciL The Group of Experts had 

accomplished constructive work without becoming lost in generalities. They 

had proved decisively that economic crises need not be regarded as inevitable 

in a democracy. They had also shown that there were ways of neutralizing 

tendencies towards economic depression. During periods of prosperity, measures 

could be worked out at the national level, to gp into effect automatically at 

the appropriC~te time. In addition, a progrvmme could be established under the 

auspices o::' the J<;conomic and Social Council with u view to eliminating current 

disequ1libr5.um in world trade. Finally, the report proposed measures which 

could be applied by the International Bank and the Monetary ]\md when the 

Articles of Ac,reeroent of those t"'·:o specialized agencies had been amended. 

43. Thus, the Group of Experts recommended practical measures and stressed 

the fact. that world ecor .. oiJzy" must be considered as a whole. The report 

included among the major causes of unemployment in industrial countries the 

insufficiency and instability of effective demand. It would be well to 

mei.1tion, however, that a Government could alter the general level of demand by 

raising the standard of living through vmge increases, 'tlhich would go hand in 

hand with increased production and greater efficiency. In many cases it would 

not be appropriate to meet economic difficulties by adopting fiscal or social 

security meesu:.."es. Economic stabilization nw.st not be considered to mean 

maintenance of the income of workers at a given level, The American Federatior. 

of Labor accepted the experts' concept of a dynamic economy and stressed the 

importance of salary policy in that connexion. /44. Miss Sender 



44. Hiss Sender expressed concern at. the frequent repetition of the word 

"stable" in ~he report. There was no doubt whatever that ipsecurity and the 

fear of upemployroent were harmfUl. Nevertheless it would be useful.to consider 

to whet extent an unwise wage policy bad ecntributed to an unbalanced economy by 

failing to create an adequate effective demand. It was essential to recognize 

that with constant technical progress, e steady increase of the real income of 

the majority of consumers must be ensured. 

45. As the representative o:f the lu.nerican Pederation of Labor had already 

emphasized before the Council in Geneva, action must be taken on both the 

national and international planes. Appropriete national measures must be 

plaiL"1ed, and put into force without delay as soon as the need for them became 

apparent. Such measures must be adopte¢ with due regard to the real situation 

of the country, and particularly to the extent of the unemployment. On the 

other hand, it was regrettable that the uperte bed considered it beyond their 

competence tc study the various metnods of improving the existing conventions 

on wages. Such a study might have shown that a well-conceived salary policy 

could help to prevent a depression. 

46. According to the existing Articles of Asreement of the International 

Bank and the Monetary ~Und, those organs Cffilld not contribute t~rards the task 

of maintaining full employment and facilitatine the flow of goods between the 

various countries. It would be i-Tell, therefore, to consider hOiv those Articles 

of Agreemen~ could be amended to that end. 

1~7. The representatives of interested Governments would study and, if 

necessary, amend the recoi!lD.endations of the Group of Experts. Difficulties 

would doubtless be encountered in the attempt to prevent the recurrence of 

economic crises. There vrere a number of countries whose Governments would not 

supply any L~forma~ion or statistics. Even if most of the recommendations of 

the Group of Experts were adopted, it would be impossible to ensure the unity of 

world economy. Nevertheless the netionalism of certain Governments must not 

prevent other States from achieving the noble goal which they had set for 

themselves. In that connexion, it would be useful to consider the possibili~ 

of setting up an agency similar to the Organization for European Economic 

Co-operation, to make a continuous survey of the economic situation in the 

we stern world. 

/48. The peoples 
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48. The peoples of the world were constantly seeking to improve their 

well-being a11d to enjoy greater security. The free world must prove that it 

had eufficient courage and intelligence to find a solution to the problem of 

economic crises, the effects of which ~~re so disastrous. 

27/1 p. m. 




